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QUESTION 1

Scenario: A server farm consists of servers with 8 GB and 16 GB of RAM. The administrator wants to ensure that the
servers with 16 GB of RAM receive more sessions than the 8 GB servers. 

In order to distribute the session load equitably among both types of servers, the administrator could assign the
__________. (Choose the correct option to complete the sentence.) 

A. default load evaluator rule to all servers 

B. advanced load evaluator rule to all servers 

C. default load evaluator rule to all 16 GB servers 

D. advanced load evaluator rule to all 16 GB servers 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Scenario: A user opens a session to Server A to use a word processing application at 18:00. After 45 minutes of
working with the word processing application, the user then launches an email client application, which opens a new
session on Server B. Upon review of the environment, the administrator confirms that both applications are published
with the same parameters for audio, screen size, color resolution and encryption. 

Which three possible reasons could have prevented Session Sharing from occurring? (Choose three.) 

A. The email client application is NOT installed on Server A. 

B. The email client application is only published from Server B. 

C. The number of instances of the email client application that can be run is limited. 

D. Server A is reporting a full load, preventing the email client application from launching. 

E. Server A and Server B are in different vLANs; the vLAN of Server B has more capacity than the vLAN of Server A. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 3

Scenario: A company has recently purchased 100 XenApp licenses to deploy a new XenApp farm that will provide the
Microsoft Office Suite for remote users. The administrator configures Health Monitoring and Recovery options to ensure
that alerts are submitted when the IMA Service is NOT working as expected. 

The test queries the service to ensure that the IMA Service is working by __________. (Choose the correct option to
complete the sentence.) 

A. enumerating the applications available on the server 

B. executing all of the applications available on the server 
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C. launching at least one of the applications available on the server 

D. enumerating the current active sessions available on the server 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A legacy application installed on the servers in a worker group has a memory leak. How can the administrator minimize
the impact of the memory leak? 

A. Stream the application to the servers. 

B. Restart the servers at regular intervals using a policy. 

C. Apply the memory optimization policy to the worker group. 

D. Place the application with the memory leak on a separate XenApp server. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

In order for an administrator to download licenses from the company\\'s mycitrix.com portal, the administrator must be
added __________. (Choose the correct option to complete the sentence.) 

A. as a Citrix Administrator in the AppCenter 

B. into the contacts for the company in mycitrix.com 

C. to the Purchasing Active Directory group in the company 

D. as a Domain Administrator in the company\\'s Active Directory 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Scenario: A XenApp administrator has been tasked with delivering a new application to the traveling sales force. The
sales force will require access to applications even when they do NOT have Internet or network access. 

Which three steps are required to ensure that the sales force can access their applications at all times? (Choose three.) 

A. Install the offline plug-in on the servers. 

B. Publish the application as streamed to client. 

C. Install the offline plug-in on the sales force laptops. 

D. Install the online plug-in on the sales force laptops. 
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E. Publish the application as accessed from a server, streamed to server. 

F. Publish the application as accessed from a server, installed application. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 7

Scenario: A Citrix XenApp administrator needs to apply a policy to all servers. The administrator needs to ensure that all
servers always receive the required policy. 

Which type of policy should the administrator create? 

A. Unfiltered User policy 

B. Unfiltered Computer policy 

C. User policy filtered by worker group 

D. Computer policy filtered by worker group 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

Scenario: An administrator recently configured Session Reliability on a XenApp server which delivers one published
application to 20 users on the local network. After configuring Session Reliability, the administrator ran Microsoft
TCPView to monitor a service that Session Reliability uses. The administrator notices that users are connecting to the
published application on port 443 but NOT on the default Session Reliability port. The administrator verified that Session
Reliability is configured and working. 

Which two reasons explain why the users are connecting to the published application on port 443? (Choose two.) 

A. SSL/TLS is enabled in the published application\\'s properties. 

B. Data encryption has been enabled using the SSL Relay Configuration tool. 

C. A policy is enabled to encrypt the session data between the server and user devices. 

D. The published application is configured to allow connections made through Access Gateway Advanced Edition. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 9

An administrator of a XenApp 6.5 environment needs to determine which printer drivers are native to the operating
system and which ones are provided by the vendor. 

Which two can the administrator use to find this information? (Choose two.) 

A. AppCenter 
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B. PnPUtil.exe 

C. Print Detective 

D. Configuration Logging report 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 10

Scenario: An entire shift of workers arrives at the office at 09:00. All two thousand users turn on their thin client
terminals and launch the line of business application within a ten minute timeframe. The resultant traffic is so intense
that it takes 15-20 minutes until everybody is able to start working. 

How can the administrator prevent this issue from affecting the user experience? 

A. Implement a NetScaler load balancer to distribute the XML traffic. 

B. Configure a Pre-launch application to be started for users before they arrive. 

C. Upgrade the XenApp farm database server to a cluster with real time replication. 

D. Configure additional zone data collectors to manage the numerous concurrrent logins. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Scenario: Remote users require access to published applications from mobile devices that do NOT use a Windows
operating system. To support these users, the administrator has installed and configured an Access Gateway that will
secure traffic for the remote users. 

In order to allow the remote users to access resources from the Web Interface, which type of site should be configured
to integrate with the Access Gateway? 

A. XenApp Web site 

B. XenApp Services site 

C. XenApp Services site with dual-factor authentication 

D. XenApp Services site with SmartCard Pass-Through 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Scenario: Users are complaining of poor audio quality from their XenApp applications. They are using version 11 of the
online plug-in. XenApp audio policy has been configured using the installation defaults. 

What can the administrator do to improve audio quality? 
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A. Upgrade the users\\' online plug-in to version 13. 

B. Set the progressive compression to one level higher than the lossy compression. 

C. Configure a XenApp bandwidth limit policy and give audio redirection a 100% allocation. 

D. Create a XenApp Computer policy and increase the Windows Media Redirection buffer size to 10 

seconds. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

Scenario: An administrator receives word that the IT Manager wants the Domain Admin group to have rights within the
XenApp farm to help support the infrastructure. The administrator agrees but wants to restrict them from publishing
applications. 

In which two ways could the administrator set these permissions? (Choose two.) 

A. Map the Domain Admin\\'s Active Directory group to a Custom Administrator\\'s role in the AppCenter and remove the
Publish Application Permission. 

B. Add Each Domain Admin\\'s Active Directory account to a Full Administrator\\'s role in the AppCenter and remove the
Publish Application Permission. 

C. Map the Domain Admin\\'s Active Directory group to a Full Administrator\\'s role in the AppCenter and uncheck the
entire Publish Application Permissions. 

D. Create a Custom Administrators group in Active Directory, map that to a Custom Administrator\\'s role in the
AppCenter and remove the Publish Application permission. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 14

Scenario: Remote users connect to XenApp published applications using SSL VPN connections provided by an Access
Gateway. These users are reporting that it takes more than one minute to authenticate their Active Directory credentials
before displaying the list of applications. The most recent change in the environment was a set of Windows 2003
domain controllers that were retired from production since the company has already implemented new Windows 2008
domain controllers. 

How can the administrator change the configuration of the secure access to allow faster authentication? 

A. Disable the option on the Access Gateway that processes authentication with a pre-set delay to maximize security. 

B. Modify the time synchronization option of the Access Gateway synchronization to work with the new Windows 2008
domain controllers. 

C. Obtain new licenses since the Access Gateway is NOT licensed properly, and it takes one minute to generate a
temporary user license. 

D. Reconfigure the Access Gateway to use the new Windows 2008 domain controllers instead of using the retired
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Windows 2003 domain controllers as the primary and secondary DNS servers. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

Scenario: A farm contains six servers with one shared data collector that has a custom load balancing policy to limit the
number of connections. An administrator needs to add more users to the farm, which will result in adding on four more
servers for a total of 10. As most users in the farm use a CAD application, the administrator understands that resource
needs will increase. 

Which step should the administrator take to maintain farm integrity? 

A. Dedicate two new servers as data collectors and set them as Most Preferred in the election panel. 

B. Dedicate one new server as the dedicated data collector and the current data collector as its backup. 

C. Dedicate three new servers as shared data collectors and assign Most Preferred in the election panel. 

D. Dedicate a new server as a second shared data collector and assign Most Preferred in the election panel. 

Correct Answer: B 
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